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"I don't regard nature as a spectator sport." -Ed Zern, 1985 Hunting is a serious business-but it's

also about camaraderie, achievements and failures, seeing new places, and revisiting cherished

ones. The true stories here feature a variety of game, in locations that range from high Yukon

Territory mountain peaks to lowland swamps off of Mobile Bay, Alabama. This is an indispensable

volume for all lovers and students of the natural world. If your definition of home includes fields and

marshes, creeks and river bottoms, plains and mountains, consider this required reading.
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If the captivating smile of a young Hemingway crouched over a lion isn't enough to pull you inside

the covers of The Greatest Hunting Stories Ever Told, the remarkable prose you'll find throughout its

pages will. Its target is serious writing, and it bags some powerful literary prey. Lamar Underwood,

long an editor at Sports Afield and Outdoors, has assembled a stellar collection from the pens of

Hemingway (naturally), Faulkner, Turgenev, Thomas McGuane, Vance Bourjaily, Patrick O'Brian,

Robert Ruark, and Teddy Roosevelt, all of whose prose hunts for big answers as well as big game.

While clearly addressed to the fraternity of hunters, the essays and stories in this collection

transcend the boundaries of the field. McGuane, writing passionately about how the hunt for food

defines who we are in "The Heart of the Game," observes, as Sitting Bull did before him, "when the

buffalo are gone, we will hunt mice, for we are hunters and we want our freedom." Hemingway, in

"Remembering Shooting-Flying," an Esquire column from 1935, keeps world affairs in perspective



when he wonders "how the snipe fly in Russia now and whether shooting pheasants is

counter-revolutionary." "The Forest and the Steppe" is one of Turgenev's evocative "Hunter's

Sketches

"Every once in a while, a book publisher comes up with a great concept for a series of books that

deserve more than superficial recognition. Such a series is "The Greatest Hunting Stories Ever

Told", anthologies that should win places on many bedside tables. On the long winter nights that lie

ahead, such stories make great reading."--The Lexington County Chronicle"This is a book wrapped

in adventure with nostalgia, a book with writing that both soothes and crackles. Besides being a

solid volume on its own, it serves as a fine introduction to a variety of writers readers may pursue at

length" -- St. Mary's Press"Few would quarrel with the selection of any of the 29 writers included as

among the best in the game. ...The stories tell about the planning, the quests, the challenges, and

the experiences that make hunting what it is. Hunters will find many passages that bring back

recollections of their treasured moments in camp with good friends. Other stories may take readers

to place and times they will visit only in their dreams" -- The Conservationist

Bought it for a gift, they seemed pleased

You might think they were a little full of themselves when they titled this book, but go abead and

read it. These stories are great. Well told. It's really a great collection. You will not be disappointed.

My 14 year old loved this book. Bought it along with the Fishing book and he liked this one a lot

more!

Gave As A Gift - Jim Loves It, Reads A Few Everyday. Loves To Hold A Book, (vs. E-Book), And

Read,Just Doesn't Want To Read It All In One Or Two Days.

ok stories. I'm not a hunter, I bought it for my cousin in the military. Maybe it will be more meaningful

to him.

My husband is not a big reader, but he talks about things in this book all the time. Very happy with

my purchase.



I think this is a good book. Not for me. Bought for a mediocre reader and seems to have a little bit of

an overall exaggerated vocabulary for a book intended to be just an enjoyable read.

Nice gift to give to young hunter
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